Welcome to the MSA Class of 2017

On behalf of the staff and faculty at Wake Forest University School of Business, we are thrilled that you will join us in the upcoming academic year. Now that you've decided to attend Wake Forest, let's talk about next steps. Please be sure to check out the Admitted Student Website by clicking [HERE](#). Also, keep an eye out for this weekly student newsletter. The newsletter will arrive in your inbox each Thursday, providing you with any updates for the week ahead.

Red Carpet Weekend Re-Cap

Thank you to all of those who were able to make it to Red Carpet Weekend! We truly enjoyed hosting you on campus and we hope that you found your stay enjoyable. We have posted a list of Q&A asked of our student panel which can be found [HERE](#).
Market Readiness and Employment Survey

If you are a Wake Forest 5th-year student please be sure to fill out the employment survey HERE. Before you leave for the semester, we wanted to make sure that we were aware of your post-MSA employment plans. Dr. Martin has relayed much of this information to us, but having it from directly from you ensures accuracy.

For all other students: If you have not done so already, please take a moment to fill out this survey by clicking HERE. This is also necessary in order to register for Meet the Firms in July.

Class Registration

Beginning this Saturday, Mary Knapp will begin calling students to talk about course registration for the Fall 2016 semester. Please expect a phone call and be sure to respond quickly to ensure that Mary can create the best schedule for your needs.

Housing Highlight

We understand that most of you will begin to select housing over the next few months. Some of you may be interested in finding a roommate. HERE you will find a Google Doc that will allow you to express interest in a roommate and housing preferences. While we will not be able to match you to a roommate, we will be able to provide means for you to do so yourself.

Each week we will highlight a student housing option in our area. This week, we will highlight -

Hilltop House
Hilltop House is nestled between downtown and the historic village of Old Salem. It is located in Winston-Salem's pedestrian-friendly Brookstown neighborhood which is an eclectic blend of historic and traditional buildings that have been transformed into condominiums, offices, and restaurants. Just five blocks or less to Old Salem, downtown restaurants, churches, the BB&T Ballpark, and major employers. These homes range from $775 for a one bedroom to $1200 for multiple bedrooms. Click HERE to learn more.

Previously Highlighted Housing

Wake Forest Properties
Deacon's Station
Winston Factory Lofts
Crowne Polo Apartments
Plant 64
Polo Cottages
Student Spotlight

Kate Lang

Undergraduate University: University of Notre Dame
Undergraduate Major: Accounting
Hometown: Branchburg, NJ
Fun Facts: I have seen 10 Broadway shows as I love musicals. I can touch my nose with the tip of my tongue.
Career Plans: Kate will begin her career as a Tax Associate with Cohn Reznick in Charlotte.
Advice to Future Students: What people say is true. A place where you like the people is one of the most important aspects of a firm.
Throughout the year, The School of Business offers many ways for students to get involved in the local community.

This year, the students have organized the Fit for Business 5K run on April 16, beginning and ending at the home of Wake Forest University School of Business, Farrell Hall. The School’s Graduate Student Government Association (SGSA) designed the event to promote wellbeing and highlight a problem less than 5K away from campus — hungry schoolchildren.

Proceeds from the race will benefit Forsyth Backpack Program, a local nonprofit that feeds K-12 schoolchildren who don’t have consistent access to food on weekends or school holidays.
Running from 4/12/16-4/17/16, The University of North Carolina School of the Arts will host their 8th Annual Winston Salem Light Project. The 2016 WSLP invites the exploration of hidden urban spaces. The tunnel beneath Cherry Street will flow with lush colors in light and sound. An environmental soundscape will reinforce this subtle movement of light and color creating an island of calm reflection in this Public Park. The same organization was responsible for the first-ever projection mapping on the White House during an event hosted on Halloween last year. Click HERE to learn more about the project.

Founded in 2011, Phuzz Phest is an annual music festival taking place in April at various venues across the blooming downtown area of Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The 2016 festival returns on April 15 - 16, featuring 50 critically-acclaimed, genre-spanning acts coming from as far away as Los Angeles, New York, Detroit and London. Click HERE for the full line up of musicians.
The Winston-Salem Dash, a Class A-Advanced affiliate of the Chicago White Sox, celebrates their 7th season this year. Fans from the Piedmont-Triad region will fill the seats on 4/14 for the first home game of the season. Dash games are a fun and inexpensive way to get out and explore the city. Click HERE for more details.

Local Business Highlight

The Quiet Pint is a great spot to grab a beer and a quick bite. This neighborhood bar offers a full liquor bar as well as craft beers and wine. Local favorites include the poutine and the chicken tinga tacos.

Important Dates
Meet the Firms - July 11th-12th
*New Orientation Dates* August 24th - 26th

Please be sure to join the Facebook group if you have not done so already, by clicking the icon below!